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• Before applying any load, ensure that the slide lock has been moved   
  back into the lifting position and that the bail is free to rotate. (Figure 1)

• The Lifting Point can be loaded in any direction shown in Figure 4.

• Do not swivel the Lifting Point while supporting a load. The Lifting Point  
   is a positioning device and is not intended to swivel under load.
 
To remove Lifting Point
• Move the slide lock into the installation position, such that the four flats  
  on the bolt head flats are engaged. (Figure 2) 

• Unthread the Lifting Point from your workpiece. 

Lifting Point Inspection / Maintenance

• Perform regular daily inspections as recommended.

• Always inspect Lifting Point before use.

• Regularly inspect Lifting Point parts. (Figure 3)

• Never use Lifting Point that shows signs of corrosion, wear or damage.

• Never use Lifting Point if bail is bent or elongated.

• Always be sure threads on shank and receiving hole are clean, not  
  damaged, and fit properly.

• Never use spacers (washers) between bushing flange and the mounting  
  surface. 

• Always ensure free movement of bail. The bail should swivel 360     
degrees. (Figure 3)

• Always be sure total workpiece surface is in contact with Lifting Point  
  bushing mating surface. Drilled and tapped hole must be 90 degrees to  
  load (workpiece) surface.

Table 1

Working Load Limit 
4:1
 (t)

UNC Bolt Size
(in)

Effective Thread 
Projection Length 

(in)
.5 3/8 .61
.75 1/2 .80
1.50 5/8 1.01
2.30 3/4 1.28
2.30 7/8 1.63
3.20 1 1.93

Table 2

Working Load Limit 
4:1
 (t)

Metric Bolt Size
(mm)

Effective Thread 
Projection Length 

(mm)
.5 10 14.7
.75 12 18.1
1.50 16 24.5
2.30 20 31.0
3.20 24 37.0
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WRONG

Resultant Load

Do not reeve slings 
from one lifting 
point to another. 
This will alter the 
load and angle of 
loading on the Lift 
Point.

After slings have 
been properly 
attached to the 
lifting point, apply 
force slowly. Watch 
the load carefully 
and be prepared to 
stop applying force 
if the load starts 
buckling.

Free movement
(Slide Lock)

Buckling may 
occur if the 
load is not stiff 
enough to resist 
the compressive 
forces which 
result from the 
angular loading.

(Swivel)




